Sentence Starters
City

- My civilization is called....
- The names of the cities are ....
- It was built near the __________ because....
- The cities have....
- At the center of civilization there is ......
Religion

- The religion in _______ is (Polytheistic / Monotheistic).
- The gods names are ____________________.
- The gods....
- To worship the gods the people ...
- The _______ is where they worship the gods.
- There is no religion because...

[Diagram of people holding hands with various religious symbols]
Art and Architecture

- The buildings in the city look like ...
- Buildings were made of ...
- The most important buildings were the...
- The people lived in...
- Art in the city looked like ....
- The art showed ...
- Art was important because...
Social Classes

- The social classes are based on ...
- There are ____ classes.
- The people in the ____ class were (insert job).
- The most important jobs are...
- There are no social classes because...
Organized Government

- The leader of the government is ...
- The leader was chosen by the ...
- Responsibilities of the leader include...
- Government controls the ...
- Government jobs include ...
Job Specialization

- The important jobs include ...
- The most common job was...
- We need ____ because ...
- The ____ were responsible for ...
- Most people were...
- Stadium
Writing System

- The writing system is called...
- The writing system looked like...
- It was used for ...
- It was important because...
- Only the _____ knew how to use it.
Public Works

- Public works include...
- The _____ are in charge of them.
- The government paid for ___________ because...
- Public works help the people by ...